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NEW QUESTION: 1
-- Exhibit -[editsnmp] [email&#160;protected]# show communityCommunityA {
authorization read-only; clients {
192.168.1.0/28;
}
} trap-groupgroupA { categories { link;
} targets {
192.168.100.1;
192.168.200.1;
}
}
-- Exhibit --

Referring to the exhibit, what is the purpose of the targets
section of the configuration?
A. It specifies where to send traps.
B. It specifies which devices can be polled for SNMP data.
C. It defines the IP addresses of management systems that can
access the device.
D. It defines which devices will be sending traps.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Object
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Answer: A,C,D
Explanation:
èª¬æ˜Ž
https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/en-us/iaas/Content/Database/Tasks
/recoveringOS.htm

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which element would you use to wrap up cross-selling and the
call?
A. Assignment
B. Step
C. Screen
D. Decision
Answer: C
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